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13 viki.On 13 November 1918, he, Foch, and Clemenceau signed the Armistice of CompiÃ«gne, which ended the fighting
for the Western Front. He and his wife had another son, David Herbert, who was awarded the George Cross for gallantry

while serving with the Army Air Corps during World War II and an MBE (Military). He remained PoincarÃ©'s principal
adviser until his death in 1927.David who was also a very tall man and had a strong voice which would become a very
useful feature after the armistice when he would regularly give radio broadcasts. It is said that during these broadcasts
he sang a song which he composed called PoincarÃ© and went to great effort to keep the programme running despite

the fact that the wireless sets were known to short circuit at the best of times and normally short circuit for months at a
time - not to mention the long distances which were covered.A posthumous recipient of a wide array of honours

including a CBE, a GCB, a KBE and a Laureat, David Herbert PoincarÃ© was renowned for his services to the British
Empire and his defence of democracy. He was a close friend of Albert Einstein and supported the European cause. He
was a great humanitarian and campaigned tirelessly for international justice and peace. Although he had a reputation
as a great man of science he was also known to have a deep mystical side and he supported a number of charities and
causes.After the war he became Director of Studies in Physics at the Sorbonne, and in 1929 he made a celebrated and,
for a time, controversial journey to Britain to discuss nuclear physics with scientists working there. In 1933 he gave the
inaugural Kibble lecture at the Institute of Physics and in 1936 became professor of Physics and Astronomy at Gresham

College. In 1938 he was made Regius Professor of Physics at the University of Cambridge and in 1943 he was made
President of the Royal Society.In 1941 he gave a series of radio broadcast talks on science and war but these were

turned into a book called "The Unspoken Truth". He was nearly 44 when he began the talks; and died at the age of 60
David Herbert PoincarÃ© Papers : Miscellaneous and other materials After his death, David Herbert PoincarÃ©
bequeathed his collection of manuscripts, maps and photographs to the Historical Society of Nottinghamshire,

Derbyshire and the surrounding Counties. There were a large number
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